
Mechanical gaming keyboard BlitzWolf, BW-KB2, Red switch (RG Ref: 5907489608299
Mechanical gaming keyboard BlitzWolf, BW-KB2, Red switch (RGB)

BlitzWolf BW-KB2 mechanical gaming keyboard
Are you looking for a gaming keyboard that will give you smooth performance while not taking up too much space on your desk? BW-KB2
will be an excellent choice! The device is equipped with 87 keys with Gateron Red switches and supports anti-ghosting. With its colorful
RGB  backlighting,  it  stands  out  with  a  unique  style.  The  keyboard's  buttons  are  fully  programmable  -  you  can  customize  them  with
special software.
 
Ideal for gamers
The BW-KB2 keyboard is equipped with 87 keys. This makes it compact enough to fit  easily even on a small desk. There are up to 12
multimedia  keys,  which  make  working  with  the  computer  much  easier.  The  keyboard  also  supports  anti-ghosting,  so  you  can  press
several keys at the same time without fear of conflict. With BlitzWolf you can easily perform even the most complex attack and defeat
your opponents!
 
Gateron switches
What makes the keyboard work so well? The device uses excellent quality Gateron Red switches, which provide incredibly fast response
times and smooth, fast operation. The mechanical design and high profile guarantee fantastic responsiveness and precision movements.
With BW-KB2 you gain an advantage right from the start!
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Colorful backlighting
BlitzWolf BW-KB2 keyboard is an ideal choice for e-sports enthusiasts. It impresses not only with its reliable performance, but also with its
stylish, modern design. It is equipped with colorful RGB backlighting, which you can freely adjust to your liking using dedicated software.
Opt for an original gaming style and ensure a unique atmosphere in your gaming zone!
 
Wide compatibility
The keyboard connects to your computer via a USB-C cable, which ensures reliable signal transmission and stable operation. The device
also  stands  out  for  its  wide  compatibility.  It  works  seamlessly  with  popular  operating  systems such  as  Windows,  Mac  OS and iOS.  No
matter what kind of hardware you're playing on - with BlitzWolf you'll ensure a straight path to victory!
 
Programmable buttons
Now  you  can  further  customize  the  keyboard  to  suit  your  needs  and  habits.  BW-KB2  keys  are  fully  programmable.  With  the  help  of
special  software it  is  possible,  for  example,  to change the backlighting style.  It  is  also possible to program macros -  this  way you will
make it easier to perform complex combinations of attacks. You can even change the keyboard layout!
 
Refined in every detail
Ensure your comfort for many hours of gameplay. The keyboard stands out for its well-thought-out ergonomic design, so you don't have
to worry about wrist pain or fatigue. Sturdy supports and non-slip pads give the device more stability and ensure that it won't slide on the
surface of your desk. In addition, the visible markings on the keys are clear and resistant to abrasion.
 
Brand
BlitzWolf
Model
BW-KB2
Type
Mechanical
Color
Black
Connection
Wired
Interface
USB-C
Number of keys
87
Switches
Gateron Red
Backlighting
RGB
Operating voltage
5V
Material
ABS
Weight
1039g
Dimensions
365x140x40mm
Cable length
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150cm
Compatibility
Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10, Mac OS, iOS
Other
Anti-ghosting function, customizable backlighting, 12 function keys, programmable buttons

Price:

€ 37.99

Gaming, Keyboards
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